Let X -{xt}k^i be a sequence of positive integers. Let Qk -[0;zi,zi_i,.. • ,asi] be the finite continued fraction with partial quotients i,-(l ^ t ^ Jb). Denote the set of the limit points of the sequence {Qk}k^i by A(X). In this note a necessary and sufficient condition is given for A(X) to contain no rational numbers other than zero.
be the finite continued fraction with partial quotients z<(l ^ i ^ k). We denote the set of limit points of the sequence {Qk}k^i by A(X). Recently, Angell [1] proved an interesting result on A(X): A(X) contains no rational numbers if the sequence {xk}k^i is bounded.
It is easily seen that 0 £ A(X) if and only if X is unbounded. In this note, using the idea in [3] , we prove that Angell's result holds for a large family of unbounded sequences if 0 is excluded from A(X).
We first introduce some new notions.
DEFINITION 1: Let X = {xk}k^i be a sequence of positive integers and N be a positive integer. An infinite subsequence {*jt,}»>i 1S sa *^ ^° ^e a n -^-subsequence if Xki = N for all sufficiently large i. DEFINITION 2: Let X = {xk}k>\ be a sequence of positive integers. Then X is said to be an A^-sequence if for each N-subsequence {xk^i^i, the subsequence { x ki-i}i^i is bounded, that is, there is a positive number I(N) such that x^-i ^ I(N) for i = 1,2,....
Obviously a bounded sequence is an A^-sequence. The converse is not true. The following example is an unbounded A^-sequence. EXAMPLE 1: X = {x k } k >i = {1,1,2,1,8,4,2,1,512,256,128,64,8,4,2,1,...}, where x k = 1 for Jf e = 2", (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) and x k = 2 i for k = 2 n -i, (n = 2, 3, ... and 1 ^ i < 2 71 " 1 ). Because for each 2*-subsequence {«*,}, the subsequence {zjb,-i} is bounded by /(2*) = 2 I + 1 , X is an A/"-sequence. Now we give the main result. 510 J. Tong [2] THEOREM 1 . A(X) contains no rational numbers other than zero if and only if X is an //-sequence.
PROOF: Necessity. Suppose X is not an ^/"-sequence. Then there is an TVsubsequence {z*j}i>i such that {x^-i}^! is not bounded. Hence there is a subsequence {xk im -i} m^i of {asj^-i},-^, satisfying z*, m -i -> oo as m -> oo. Since {xk t }m>i is a subsequence of the TV-subsequence {xk^i^i, we have x^ = N for all sufficiently large m. Hence Qk 4 -> 1/N as m -» co. Thus A(X) contains a rational number other than zero.
Sufficiency. Let a be an arbitrary rational number other than 0. Since 0 < Qk < 1, without loss of generality, we may assume 0 < a < 1.
We first prove 1 ^ A(X). Suppose there is a subsequence Qk { -* 1 as i -» co. Then since Q k{ = [0; x ki ,... , zi] < 1/sjb, , {s*j}«>i must be a 1-subsequence. Hence { z^-i } ,^ is bounded by 1(1) and Q k{ < [0;l, 7(1)] = 1/(1 + 1//(1)) < 1, a contradiction to the assumption Qk { -» 1. Therefore 1 ^ A(X).
Suppose there is a rational number a ^ 0 and a 6 A(X). Since 0 < a < 1, a can be expanded as a finite continued fraction: a = [0; oi, . . . , a r ]. Let Qk { -» o. If { i t j i^i is not an ai-subsequence, there are infinitely many i such that Xk { ^ ai • We discuss the following possible cases.
(1) There are infinitely many i with x^ ^ ai + 2. For these i, we have Hence Qk { •/* a.
(3) There are infinitely many i with z^ = ai + 1, that is, there is an (ai + 1)subsequence {xk im }m^i • Then {x^ -i}m^i is bounded by I(ai + 1) and
Hence Q^ •/* a..
(4) There are infinitely many i with x^ = oi -1, that is, there is an («i -1)subsequence {x* in } n >i • Then there are two possibilities:
(i) There are infinitely many n with x ki -i ^ 2. For these n, we have Hence Qk t •/* a.
a From the discussion above, we know that {xk t }i^i must be an ai-subsequence. { -(j-i) -a.j (1 < j < r) for all sufficiently large i. Suppose jo is the smallest index j such that for each j with 1 ^ j < jo, {zki-(j-i)}i>i ls a n Oj-subsequence, but {z*,-j o }t>i is not an a ; -Q +i-subsequence.
Now we prove Xk
Then for sufficiently large i, we have 1 ^ j ^ r) for sufficiently large t, and Again we show t h a t Qk t •/> a . We discuss two cases:
(1) r is o d d . T h e n Q ki > [0;a u .. .,a r ,l] = (p P + p r -i)/(q r + gV-i), a n d
(2) r is even. T h e n Qi^ < [0;oi,. . . , a P , 1] and
In both cases, Qk { •/* a. Therefore A(X) contains no rational number other than 0.
The proof is completed.
